Concluded as the largest most international pharma exhibition ever in Bangladesh pharma industry
ASIA PHARMA EXPO 2020 concluded with completing 18 successful years as the growth partner for Bangladesh pharma manufacturing industry

APE 2020 emerged as the technology solution provider business event with its 12th edition providing trade platform for 628 exhibiting companies from 29 countries

The Bangladesh local pharma market is valued at around Taka 40,000 crore. More than 300 pharmaceutical companies of Bangladesh with current exports worth USD 72+ million are anticipated to reach country’s pharma formulation exports USD 60 billion by 2021.

Hon. Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina has already announced the pharmaceutical industry as a promising sector, as it is contributing much to the improvement of country’s economic growth. Bangladesh has undoubtedly emerged as one of the fastest growing pharma-economy in global markets, and the momentum of growth further accelerated by 17 years long extension till year 2033 by WTO / TRIPs to continue the patented pharma formulations. More than 47 units at API Manufacturing Park are coming up near Dhaka. The Bangladesh pharma industry now meets around 98% of the local demand for medicines, which is a milestone in the history of pharmaceutical industry.

The 12th ASIA PHARMA EXPO 2020 (APE 2020) & ASIA LAB EXPO 2020, an international exhibition on TOTAL pharma manufacturing technologies were scheduled during February 28 - 29 & March 1, 2020 at ICCB, Dhaka, Bangladesh. The inauguration ceremony took place on February 28, 2020 at ICCB, Dhaka, Bangladesh, where Mr. Salman Fazlur Rahman, MP (Private Industry and Investment Advisor to the Hon'b'le Prime Minister) was the Chief Guest.

Ms. Riva Ganguly Das, IAS (Indian High Commissioner to Bangladesh) and Md. Mahbubur Rahman, Major General (Director General, Directorate General of Drug Administration) were was SPECIAL GUEST. Mr. Nazmul Hasan MP (Managing Director - Beximco Pharma Ltd and President, Bangladesh Association of Pharmaceutical Association); Mr. S. M. Shafiuzzaman (Secretary General - Bangladesh Association of Pharmaceutical Association); and Mr Paresh Jhurmarvala (CEO - GPE EXPO PVT LTD). were among the Guest of Honour.

In his inaugural speech, Mr. Salman F Rahman, MP said: "This Expo is helping to develop the pharmaceutical industry of Bangladesh and making significant contribution to Bangladesh economy". The Exhibition is being organized jointly by the Bangladesh Association of Pharmaceutical Industries and GPE EXPO PVT LTD (India) since year 2003 at Dhaka, offering an unparalleled international trade and technologies platform specifically to the entrepreneurs manufacturing and exporting the pharma engineering machineries and pharma bulk active chemicals to explore the business with the Bangladesh pharmaceutical industry. An overwhelming response by the local Business Associates as well technology solution providers from outside Bangladesh was noticed.

The EEPC INDIA (formally known as Engineering Export Promotion Council, set up by Ministry of Commerce, Govt. of India), PHARMEXCIL and FICCI had organized INDIA Pavilions at the Exhibition. The Exhibition was also supported by EEPC INDIA, PHARMEXCIL and FICCI.

With recently concluded ASIA PHARMA EXPO 2020 (APE 2020); the ASIA PHARMA EXPO has completed highly successful presence of 18 years in Bangladesh pharma industry, and offering an unparalleled business platform for the entire spectrum of the pharmaceutical manufacturing technologies & solution providers networking with the comprehensively all the fraternity of pharma manufacturing plant professionals along with the Regulatory, Research, Academics, and local Indenting Partners. The focused industry segments were; Pharmaceuticals, Healthcare, Biotech, API, Neutraceuticals, Personal Care, Cosmetics, Beverages, Distilleries.

At APE 2020, more than 628 exhibiting companies from 29 countries across the world are expected to exhibit their latest technologies to upgrade the pharma manufacturing standards of Bangladesh to a newer height. The 3-days 2020 Exhibition was attended by 11,748 trade visitors during to explore the complete spectrum of latest pharma manufacturing technologies & products on display, which include; PROCESSING Machineries for formulation & API manufacturing, PACKAGING Machineries & Materials, CLEANROOM & Utility Eqpts & Services, WATER TREATMENT & Management Systems, ANALYTICAL & BIOTECH Lab Instruments, PROJECT Consultants & Turnkey Contractors, API, Pharma Bulk Actives, Excipients, Additives & many more.

The Exhibition is jointly organized by Bangladesh Association of Pharmaceuticals Industries (Bangladesh Aushad Shilpa Samity) in collaboration with GPE EXPO PVT. LTD. and ALLIANT Ltd. For more information, please email to mail@AsiaPharma.org.

93.6% of 11,748 attendees rated APE 2020 Best Show of Asian pharma markets

Out of 628 exhibiting companies, 98.2% wanted to exhibit at APE 2021

What brings back these exhibitors.?
Some of the exhibiting companies at ASIA PHARMA EXPO 2020
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- KARNAVATI ENGINEERING PVT. LTD. - INDIA
- KAVIT SOAP INDUSTRIES - INDIA
- KSA-METRONIC GMBH - GERMANY
- KENO LIFESCIENCES - INDIA
- KERRY THAILAND
- KHAIR DEEN TRADERS - BANGLADESH
- KIMO INSTRUMENTS / SAUERMANN GROUP - FRANCE
- KINGnex - KOREA
- KLIDEROS TRADERS LTD. - INDIA
- KLINDAZIS CONTAMINATION CONTROL PVT. LTD. - INDIA
- KNAMER WISSENSCHAFTLICHE GERÄTE GMBH - GERMANY
- KONARK MACHINE TOOLS - INDIA
- KOREA ALUMINIUM CO., LTD. - KOREA
- LAB CONCEPT GMBH - GERMANY
- LABCARE - INDIA
- LABCONCO CORPORATION - USA
- LABINDA ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTS PVT. LTD. - INDIA
- LABO MAKINA SANAYI VE Ticaret A.S. - TURKEY
- LANDOLL - USA
- LASEREC TECH LTD. - INDIA
- LENNOX CLEAN AIR TECHNOLOGIES - INDIA
- LIYANGSING SHUHEN KHEZHUANG - CHINA
- LIGHTING ENGINEERING - BANGLADESH
- LIGHHOUSE WORLDWIDE SOLUTIONS INC. - USA
- LINE LINK PURIFICATION TECHNOLOGY (SHANGHAI) CO., LTD. - INDIA
- LUSALINE LIFESCIENCE TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD. - INDIA
- LOGIC ART AUTOMATION CO. LTD. - TAIWAN
- LONZA INDIAN PVT. LTD. - BIO-SCIENCE SOLUTIONS - INDIA
- LöSER MESSTECHNIK GMBH & CO. KG - SWITZERLAND
- LONG WEE PACKING CO. LTD. - TAIWAN
- M M PHARMA - INDIA
- MAC-CHEM PRODUCT INDIA PVT. LTD. - INDIA
- MACHERFABR INDUSTRIES LTD. - INDIA
- MACH TECH PHARMATECH LTD. - INDIA
- MAHENDER BANGALORE LTD. - INDIA
- MAK AIR CLEAR SYSTEMS PVT. LTD. - INDIA
- MAKENAS MACHINE VE ENERJİ LTD. - TURKEY
- MARITIME ENTREPRENEURS PTE. LTD. - BANGLADESH
- MARK VI TRAC SYSTEMS - INDIA
- MASTER ELECTRONICS & ENGINEERING - BANGALORE
- MASTER RACKS AND FURNITURE - BANGALORE
- MEASURETEST INSTRUMENTS - INDIA
- MEDIB PHARMA PVT. LTD. (M.M PHARMA) - INDIA
- MECHTER - INDIA
- MEDIAWELL PHARMA MACHINERY PVT. LTD. - INDIA
- MEDI GRAPHIC TRADING LTD. - BANGLADESH
- MEDI DISTRIBUTIO - BANGLADESH
- MEDIPACK INNOVATIONS PVT. LTD. - INDIA
- MEDIPharma EQUIP MANUFACTURING COMPANY - INDIA
- MEDISAL GMBH - GERMANY
- MERCK - INDIA
- MERCK ALL-TRUE INTERNATIONAL - BANGALORE
- METROCHIM API PVT. LTD. - INDIA
- METROMH - INDIA
- MI ENGINEERING BANGALORE LTD. - INDIA
- MI INTERNATIONAL (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD. - SINGAPORE
- MICROM - INDIA
- MICROTRAC, GERMANY
- MIKRON SA BODURY - SWITZERLAND
- MIKRON SINGAPORE PTE LTD. - INDIA
- MILESTONE SRL - ITALY
- MINAR ASSOCIATES - BANGLADESH
- MINESPA - INDIA
- MMR TECHNOS ثناء LTD. - INDIA
- MODERN PRINTING SOLUTION LTD. - BANGLADESH
- MONISHA INTERNATIONAL - BANGALORE
- MURUKIRISHA EXHIBITION PVT. LTD. - INDIA
- N.K.P. PHARMA PVT. LTD. - INDIA
- NABERTHERM GMBH - GERMANY
- NAFO TRADERS - BANGLADESH
- NAFCO - UAE
- NANO PHAR TECH MACHINERY EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. - CHINA
- NANTONG HUIDESENG PACKAGING MATERIAL CO., LTD. - CHINA
- NASHAT ENTERPRISE - BANGLADESH
- NEMUS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD. - INDIA
- NED ASSOCIATES LTD. - BANGALORE
- NETFLX - INDIA
- NEWS - INDIA

NETWORIC LIFECARE EQUIPMENT LTD. - INDIA

NFA VISION INSPECTION SYSTEM - KOREA

NOMENSCILL COMMISSIONS FASTEST LP - INDIA

NOICOM EUROPE SRL - ITALY

NINGBO CHOULIPT FORKLIFT CO., LTD. - CHINA

NIPRO CORPORATION - JAPAN

NISHA ENGINEERING - INDIA

NITKKA PHARMACEUTICAL SPECIALITIES LTD. - INDIA

NORDEN MACHINERY AB - SWEDEN

NOVEX EXCIPITENTS PVT. LTD. - INDIA

NOWISTEC SYSTEMS LTD. - KOREA

NPM MACHINERY PVT. LTD. - INDIA

NPM PROCESS EQUIPMENTS PVT. LTD. - INDIA

NYLURIDIZ LIFE SCIENCES - USA

OXYGEN TECHNOLOGIES INC. - CANADA

OCEANIC PHARMACHEM PVT. LTD. - INDIA

OHAUS CORPORATION - USA / INDIA

OLYMPUS SINGAPORE PTE. LTD. - SINGAPORE

OMAG S.R.L. - ITALY

OMEGA SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS PVT. LTD. - INDIA

PACIFIC TOOLS LTD. - INDIA

PAKTIME INNOVATIONS LTD. - INDIA

PAKWELL INDUSTRIES - INDIA

PAGA GROUP OF CONVERTERS - BANGALORE

PAMASOL WILLI MADER AG - SWITZERLAND

PARADISE INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES - BANGLADESH

PARADISE Scientific - BANGLADESH

PARLE ELIZABETH TOOLS LTD. - INDIA

PARLE GLOBAL LTD. - INDIA

PARR THERMO ENGINEERS LTD. - INDIA

PASTEUR PHARMACEUTICAL SOLUTIONS - BANGLADESH

PATAU - UK

PERKIN ELMER INDIA PVT. LTD. - INDIA

PETS PHARMACEUTICAL ENGINEERING LTD. - INDIA

PHARMA HOME TRADING LTD. - BANGLADESH

PHARMA MACHINES & TECHNOLOGY / GLOBAL VISION - INDIA

PHARMA RESOLUTION - BANGLADESH

PHARMA SOURCING LTD. - BANGLADESH

PHARMA SPARES LTD. - BANGLADESH

PHARMACEUTICALS EXPORT PROMOTION COUNCIL OF INDIA (PHARMEXCEL) - INDIA

PHARMACHINE INDIA - INDIA

PHARMACON LTD. - BANGLADESH

PHARMADIP TURNEY CONSULTANTS & ENGINEERS PVT LTD. - INDIA

PHARMAFLAVITES ANALYTICS & SYNTHEITICS PVT LTD. - INDIA

PHARMALAB INDIA PVT. LTD. - INDIA

PHARMACOMP PACKAGING SOLUTIONS CORPORATION - CHINA

PHARMAMAR BANGALORE - BANGLADESH

PHARMAX - BANGLADESH

PHARMANTECH TURNEY SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD. - INDIA

PHILIPP KIRSCH GMBH - GERMANY

PIB VACUUM TECHNOLOGY LTD. - INDIA

PIVOT ENGINEERING LTD. - BANGLADESH

PLUMAT Maschinenbau Verviers GmbH - GERMANY

PRAGAT ENGINEERS - INDIA

PRAJ HUETRY SYSTEMS - INDIA

PRATHAM TECHNOLOGIES LTD. - INDIA

PRECIA TECHNOS冉 - BANGLADESH

PREMIER SCIENTIFIC STORES - BANGLADESH

PRESTIGE STORAGE SYSTEM SDN BHD - MALAYSIA

PROCESS INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROL - BANGLADESH

PRODEXCO - IRELAND

PROGRESSIVE INSTRUMENTS - INDIA

PTK - KOREA

PURE CHEMICALS CO., LTD. - SOUTH KOREA

PURITIES PROCESS SYSTEMS LTD. - ENGLAND

QINGDAO FEIFAN PACKING MACHINERY CO., LTD. - CHINA

QUALITY LAB SOLUTIONS - INDIA
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An international exhibition on COMPLETE pharma manufacturing
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VISIT & EXPLORE WIDE RANGE PRODUCTS / SERVICES

- PROCESSING Machineries for Formulation & API Manufacturing
- PACKAGING Machineries & Materials
- CLEANROOM & Utility Eqpts & Services
- WATER TREATMENT & Management Systems
- ANALYTICAL & BIOTECH Lab Instruments, Glassware, Reagents
- PROJECT Consultants & Turnkey Contractors
- API, Pharma Bulk Actives, Excipients, Additives

Contact for more information:
Tel: +91.79.4000.8253
WhatsApp: +91.80004.81114
Email: mail@AsiaPharma.org

Expected 12,700+ Attendees
Expected 1,25,000+ Sq. Ft. Floor Area
Expected 670+ Exhibiting Companies
Expected 32 Countries

Jointly Organized By:

Booth Booking Open

www.AsiaPharma.org